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Affiliated to
- European Microscopy Society (EMS)
  http://www.eurmicsoc.org/
- International Federation for Microscopies (IFSM)
  http://www.ifsm.info/
- Fédération Française des Matériaux (FFM)
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The next Sfu congress will take place in Poitiers July 2-5 2019. This scientific program consists in four symposia in life sciences, four in materials science and four joint symposia (life and materials sciences). This congress is synchronized with the spring meeting of GN-MEBA providing the opportunity for shared scientific discussions.

Contact: Frédéric PAILLOUX
frédéric.pailloux@univ-poitiers.fr

Next National Event
XVIème colloque de la Sfu
Poitiers, 2-5 juillet 2019
The missions of the society are:

- to widely share and diffuse practical and theoretical knowledge in the field of microscopy,
- to organize dedicated workshops and conferences either national or international,
- to teach microscopy from the basic level to state of the art approaches,
- to create a network between all actors in the field (private companies, universities and national research institutes),
- to help and support members of the Society participate to microscopy events in France and internationally.

The French Microscopy Society
- owns the Journal *Biology of the Cell* (www.biolcell.net) together with the Société de Biologie Cellulaire de France.
- is a partner of the European Physical Journal / Applied Physics (EPJ/AP) (http://epjap.epj.org/).